FHBRS’

ROAD MAP & PRIVATE SALE’S
MARKETING PLAN
fhbrs.com & fhbrs.org

About Our Company
We are a company registered as Socrate Solutions Inc with headquarters located
in Ontario, Canada.
Our work teams are from all over the world, with an expertise level of ‘Experts’ only.
They consist of web developers, web designers, graphic designers, digital marketers, SEO experts, content developers & product managers. Our official company
project is FHBRS with the main domain as fhbrs.com and everything about the
FHBRS token at fhbrs.org.
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FHBRS is a unique digital web software that makes it possible for
businesses offer their services to ends users and also enable resellers replicate their business model without any extra effort. So
instead of the traditional B2C billing structures we have on the
internet, FHBRS allows businesses run and maintain a SaaS business structure (B2B2C), with a 100% white label reselling model for
resellers; this makes the whole process even more interesting. This
business model is being expanded to several other Blockchain
businesses like;
P2P business model, General Market places like NFTs and the rest,
auto buy & sell Cryptocurrencies and Crypto swapping.
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April 2022.
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September 2022.
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July 2022.

Launch The
Blockchain Business
Model

October 2022.
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December 2022.
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August 2022.

Launch The FHBRS
Token Pay APP

October 2022.

Preparation for
expansion

March 2023.

Custom Blockchain

Revenue Estimations
PROJECT
In Relation
FINANCE
To Token
ESTIMATIONS
Price Appreciation (after launch)
Period

Installs

Revenue

Month 1

5,000

$250,000

Month 2

7,000

$350,000

$140,000

Month 3

10,000

$500,000

$200,000

Month 4

15,000

$750,000

$300,000

Month 5

20,000

$1,000,000

$400,000

Month 6

30,000

Month 7

50,000

Month 8

70,000

Month 9

100,000

$1,500,000
$2,500,000
$3,500,000
$5,000,000

Monthly lock
$100,000

$600,000
$1,000,000
$1,400,000
$2,000,000

BREAK DOWN
Estimated Installs: This is the total number of businesses estimated to install
the software.

Estimated Revenue: This is the total estimated revenue based on the total number

of installs

Monthly Lock: A total of 40% from the Monthly revenue would be set aside to buy back

the token from exchanges which would generally improve pricing. Based on the estimations
above, after the 9th Month after the Blockchain business launch; there would be a total
estimated token lock of $6,140,000.
This value would be used to buy back the token and then locked for 2 years. This would
happen Monthly.

Why You Should Invest In This

TOKEN?

expenses

It’s almost very easy for Blockchain projects to raise funds via IDO or ILO DaaP
platforms that’s why today we have thousands of tokens people have invested
on and they never worth a penny. We have outlined below some factors to consider us which seperates us from those thousands of other projects you see daily.
Some of these points here include but not limited to the following;
Working Product: We just need a little tweak to adapt to the Blockchain
Revenue Generation : This is easy to scale as we already generate revenue
Real Company: We are a real and registered Company that pay taxes
B2B2C Focus: There are just a few focusing on this, almost doesn’t exist!
Instant UseCase: As soon as this phase is launched, there are customers waiting!
Valuable Token: This is a token used for a real service, this is not a shit coin!
Limited Supply: It’s just 500M, we didn’t create 10billions worth of tokens!
Monthly Buy Back: The constant 40% revenue buy back would improve the price
Real Staffs: Our company has real and full time staffs for dev, sales & support
Real Private Sale: The advertised price is real and true. This is truly a private sale
Multiple Industries: FHBRS can be used for several businesses including the businesses which focuses on the Blockchain (in dev). The adoption level would be
massive!
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